Commodus-Hercules: the people’s princeps *
History has not been kind to Lucius Aurelius Commodus. Cassius Dio mentioned how
‘Commodus, taking a respite from his amusement and sports, turned to murder and was
killing off the prominent men’, before describing the emperor as ‘superlatively mad’. The
author of the fourth-century Historia Augusta continued the negative tradition, and
summarised Commodus as being, from his earliest childhood onwards, ‘base and
dishonourable, and cruel and lewd, and moreover defiled of mouth and debauched’. 1 Gibbon
was shocked to find that his perfect princeps, Marcus Aurelius, had left his throne to such a
debased creature and commented that ‘the monstrous vices of the son have cast a shade on the
purity of the father’s virtues’. 2 More recently, the latest edition of the Oxford Classical
Dictionary summarises Commodus as ‘dangerously deranged’. Consensus on the emperor’s
insanity seems universal. According to all the above named authors the clearest signs of that
insanity are the facts that Commodus tried to present himself as the demi-god Hercules, that
he fought as a gladiator in the amphitheatre, and that he sometimes even combined the two.

However, this article will aim to suggest that, whether or not Commodus may have
been a megalomaniac tyrant, his posing as a gladiatorial Hercules cannot be used as evidence
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for this. One should rather try to see both the emperor’s deeds in the arena, and his
identification with Hercules, as a coherent ideological message that he wanted to have
broadcast in order to legitimate his government; a message, furthermore, that was supported
by an extensive iconographical programme of self-representation. Of course, one has to be
careful in identifying such a coherent ideology. It is only too easy for a historian to read too
much into the evidence, and ‘discover’ a new programme where in reality there was perhaps
only a slightly different use of conventional symbols. ‘Ideological messages’ are, moreover,
not simply ‘invented’ by rulers. As Miriam Griffin recognised: ‘Ideology is more a kind of
collusion of belief and expression, not altogether conscious, between those above and those
below’. 3 Still, in the case of Commodus, it was the emperor himself who fought in the arena,
and who dressed up like Hercules. However much popular expectation influenced Commodus
in doing so, in the end it was his decision, and his alone, to step into the arena in the guise of
Hercules. When such particular behaviour was afterwards broadcast through a wide range of
visual media, it suggests that here, if nowhere else, ‘ideology’ originates at the top. Yet even if
iconography, inscriptions and narrative sources do cohere, and suggest systematic symbolism,
that does not necessarily make Commodus a sane and sound ruler. He may still have been
perverse to the point of insanity for a Roman emperor, even if it turns out that portraying
himself as Hercules seemed a sensible course of action to himself and the public at large.

It is important not to forget that Commodus’ accession to the throne marks a unique
moment in the history of imperial Rome. Never before had an emperor’s heir been a son born
when the father had already come to power. Commodus was the first emperor who had been
born ‘in the purple’. He had become Caesar at the age of five, joint Augustus at barely sixteen
and sole ruler at only eighteen years of age. 4 He had not been able to show any qualities as a
general yet, nor as an administrator. It has been said that ‘Marcus gave ample evidence of his
unwavering decision to make Commodus his successor, and we may take this as proof that
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Marcus believed his son morally and intellectually capable of carrying on his own work’. 5
Such a remark fails to take into account the fact that Marcus could not simply disregard
Commodus’ claim to the throne. Roman imperial succession had, from Augustus onwards, on
the whole been a dynastic affair. 6 The so-called ‘adoptive emperors’ had almost invariably
been somehow related to the reigning emperor, emphasising the need to give an heir as
legitimate a claim as possible. 7 They may have been a choice, but only from an exclusive
group of imperial relatives. The lack of children of emperors from Domitian onwards, had,
however, led to almost a century of rulers who had already been very experienced before
coming to power. This only emphasised the inexperience of the new monarch. Though
Marcus Aurelius could not ignore his own son without the severe risk of civil war, 8
Commodus’ suitability for the imperial post was yet to be tested. Marcus may well have
realised that, and it is more than likely that when he took Commodus with him to the front in
May AD 175, commended him to the armies, and then had him accompany him on his travels
through Syria, Palaestina, Egypt and Greece which lasted until the autumn of 176, he was
trying to make Commodus a candidate for the throne who could boast more than merely
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(crucial) dynastic claims. 9 Marcus’ and Commodus’ presence in the East had become
necessary as a result of the revolt by Avidius Cassius, who had proclaimed himself emperor
after a rumour that Marcus had died. Nothing else could have made the need for a clear
successor more obvious. In the end, though, Commodus’ military experience was hardly
enhanced in this period, as Cassius was slain by one of his centurions before the imperial army
had even departed. 10

In his seminal Le Pain et le Cirque, Paul Veyne has recognised that of all the forms of
leadership, only that of the monarch by absolute right (‘de droit subjectif’) can be dynastic.
Such a monarch, argued Veyne, has to present himself as a divinely chosen ruler, a FTJZD
and a ,Û,D(XJ0H. He mirrors the ‘divine father of gods and men’, and his private life is of
public importance. 11 Commodus inherited the throne in a society in which one was officially
not allowed to appoint a political successor by testament. He had furthermore not yet been
able to prove his qualities in any way. 12 It would have been impossible for him simply to
display his sovereignty as the choice of the SPQR; his election depended on the status of the
dynasty. He had to present himself as the pre-ordained ruler. ‘Avec Commode, un pas de plus
est franchi: le lien du sang fonde l’hérédité surnaturelle; on naît dieu comme on naît prince, de
père en fils’. 13 One does not become a leader, but is born one. Yet this takes the power to
choose a ruler – even at a symbolic level – away not only from the senate and powerful
governors (as Avidius Cassius had been) but also from the military.
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At a more practical level, Commodus, at the very beginning of his reign, did not dare
to risk his reputation by waging war with some German tribes. 14 The soldiers cannot have
been too pleased. He afterwards saw his relationship with the senate rapidly deteriorating – to
the point of an actual plot against his life, which only failed because his would-be-murderer
Pompeianus cried out, pointing at his dagger: ‘See, this is what the senate has sent you’,
giving Commodus’ bodyguards sufficient time to overpower him. 15 With no apparent military
glory to point to, and no proper power base in the senate, divine legitimation must have
seemed a reasonable alternative.

‘Vast numbers of statues were erected representing him in the garb of Hercules. And it was
voted that this age should be named the Golden Age’, stated Cassius Dio in his highly critical
portrait of the last Antonine. The Greek senator presented Commodus as a madman, and
makes it hard to believe that anyone might have viewed this ‘insane tyrant’ as introducing a
new Golden Age. It was rather an age of iron, Dio commented dryly. 16 But if one looks at the
message which these statues must have conveyed, it seems clear that Commodus was
presenting a coherent and well-considered image, about which he must have been entirely
serious. The best example of this is, of course, the famous bust in the Capitoline Museum (fig.
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1). 17 The size of the bust, and, more importantly, the addition of arms, makes the bust unique
as a sample of Antonine portrait art. That has been put forward as an argument for seeing the
sculpture as a ‘posthumous representation of Commodus’. 18 Yet A. Leander-Touati, through
analysing a little studied statue of Commodus-Hercules in Stockholm, has convincingly
shown that ‘at least typologically, the Capitoline bust belongs to an earlier stage of the
emperor’s Herculean image’. 19

In this extremely well preserved statue, Commodus is depicted with the long beard,
deep eyes and open gaze of a philosopher-emperor, 20 but he also clearly displays all the
attributes of Hercules. The lion skin is draped over the emperor’s head, and he holds
Hercules’ club in his right hand, while holding the apples of the Hesperides in his outstretched
left hand. The pedestal of the bust further emphasised the emperor’s universal rule. The statue
rests on a globe, which is adorned with zodiacal signs that could well refer to important dates
in both Commodus’ and Hercules’ life. 21 Two adjacent cornucopiae seem to symbolise the
peace and abundance that Commodus’ reign has brought, with the two statues of kneeling
Amazons further strengthening that suggestion. 22 The emperor is also flanked by two tritons,
emphasising that Commodus ruled the seas as well. Finally, those tritons originally held a
parapetasma over Commodus’ head, a design which was common for sarcophagi of the time,
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thus suggesting that ‘Commodus himself had become immortal’. 23 The message was
unavoidable: Commodus was more than a mere mortal.

Slightly more megalomaniac in size (over a hundred feet) was the Colossus that Nero
had built representing himself, and which was transformed by Vespasian into a statue of Sol.
Commodus changed its features yet again, so that it now resembled himself as Hercules: 24
6"Â (•D J@Ø 6@8@FF@Ø J¬< 6,N"8¬< •B@J,:ã< 6"Â ©J,D"< ©"LJ@Ø •<J42,\H, 6"Â
{D`B"8@< *@×H 8X@<JV JX J4<" P"86@Ø< ßB@2,ÂH ñH {/D"68,Ã ¦@46X<"4
¦BX(D"R, BDÎH J@ÃH *08T2,ÃF4< "ÛJ@Ø ¦BT<b:@4H 6"Â J@ØJ@, "BDTJ`B"8@H
F,6@LJ`DT<, •D4FJ,DÎH :`<@H <46ZF"H *T*,6V64H" @É:"4 "P48\@LH" (He actually
cut off the head of the Colossus and substituted for it a likeness of his own head; then, having
given it a club and placed a bronze lion at his feet, so as to cause it to look like Hercules, he
inscribed on it ... these words: ‘Champion of secutores; only left-handed fighter to conquer
twelve times (as I recall the number) one thousand men’) [Dio, 72.22, 3].

Herodian confirms this story, although he mentions ‘only’ one thousand gladiators, while the
Historia Augusta does not name a number, but relates how, on the inscription, Commodus
named himself Gladiatorius. 25 That Commodus indeed changed the features of the Colossus
(though possibly by more minor amendments than an actual replacement of the head) seems to
23
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be further confirmed by a series of coins from AD 192, which have on the obverse the
emperor’s head covered by a lion skin, and on the reverse a depiction of a standing Hercules,
resting his right hand on his club, and dragging a lion by its back paws with his left hand,
identified by Marianne Bergmann as the transformed Colossus. 26 Standing in the close
vicinity of the amphitheatrum Flavium, this towering figure must have been unavoidable to
anyone passing by or visiting the ‘Colosseum’. Those people who did not instantly call to
mind the activities in the nearby amphitheatre were rapidly reminded of them through the
inscription on the pedestal. Clearly the colossal statue linked the divine emperor CommodusHercules to Commodus the gladiator-emperor.

For Commodus had presented himself as a gladiator also. The Historia Augusta
recounts how the emperor regularly ‘engaged in gladiatorial combats and accepted the names
usually given to gladiators with as much pleasure as if he had been granted triumphal
decorations’. Cassius Dio also records – with horror – how Commodus fought as a gladiator
during games that lasted for fourteen days. Aurelius Victor adds that while the emperor
himself fought with iron weapons, his opponents were given lead ones. 27 There is, however,
more than merely literary evidence. The portrait types of the last years of Commodus’ reign
(in AD 191/2) are characterised by a very short haircut (fig. 2). This is a clear break from all
the portrait types from Hadrian onwards, made even more significant by a passage in the
Historia Augusta which claims that Commodus paid much attention to his hair, which ‘was
always dyed and made lustrous by the use of gold dust’. Blond (or golden) hair was of course,
according to physiognomics, a reference to a person’s lion-like qualities: ‘brave, a bold hero,
angry when hurt, long-suffering, modest, generous, great-hearted and ready to spring’. 28 This
image Commodus replaced by the short hair that one can see on the portraits. Although
Fittschen and Zanker compare the new haircut to that of the more militarily-based third26
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century imperial portraits, it may well be significant that this new short hair type corresponds
closely to that of certain athletes that are known to have been Commodus’ opponents in the
arena. 29 On Commodus’ coinage, too, which shows the emperor with Hercules’ attributes as
clearly as the statues do, and in the last year of the reign even mentions Commodus as
HERCULES ROMANUS AUGUSTUS, the new ‘gladiatorial’ hairstyle is distinctly visible. 30 The
emperor seems to have manifested himself as a member of the familia gladiatoria; his health
equalled their felicitas. 31

This emphasis on imperial gladiatorial qualities through a short haircut was often
combined with the emperor presenting himself as Hercules (fig. 3). Indeed, Commodus ‘was
also called the Roman Hercules, on the grounds that he had killed wild beasts in the
amphitheatre at Lanuvium’. 32 Hercules had been famous for the deeds he performed to save
29
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mankind, and for his crossing the boundary of immortality, thus becoming one of the gods.
Commodus seems to have intended to indicate clearly that he was trying to emulate the demigod’s deeds through mythological re-enactment of them in the arena. According to Dio:
¦B,4*Z B@J, BV<J"H J@×H Jä< B@*ä< ¦< J± B`8,4 ßBÎ <`F@L ´ 6"Â ©JXD"H J4<ÎH
FL:N@D•H ¦FJ,D0:X<@LH •JD@\F"H *D"6`<JT< JX J4<" "ÛJ@ÃH ,Ç*0 B,DÂ J• (`<"J"
B,D4XB8,>,, 6"Â FB`((@LH •<JÂ 8\2T< $V88,4< *@×H •BX6J,4<X FN"H {D@BV8å

B"\T< ñH (\("<J"H ([He] had once got together all the men in the city who had lost their
feet as the result of a disease or some accident, and then, after fastening about their knees some
likenesses of serpents, and giving them some sponges to throw instead of stones, had killed
them with blows from a club, pretending that they were giants). 33

After thus symbolically rescuing the cosmic order from the attack of fearsome giants, the
emperor was apparently planning to enact the story of Hercules and the Stymphalian birds
(Dio, 72.20, 2). Dio adds with some relish that many spectators shunned the arena out of fear
of being shot in the course of the emperor’s masquerade. 34 But the arena was a logical choice
for a place to imitate Hercules. It was the perfect example of a border-zone between
civilisation and barbarism, an area which was simultaneously the centre of one of the
Romans’ most important social activities and the ‘non-Roman space’ of the uncivilised
earth. 35 In the amphitheatre culture and lawless nature met, symbolising the order of the
cosmos itself. 36 It was also the place in which the emperor’s authority over life and death was
emphasised through the execution of criminals in ‘fatal charades’, as Coleman has called
them; the re-enactment of fatal myths, often preceding the gladiatorial games proper, in which
the criminal played the part of the unfortunate protagonist. 37 The amphitheatre symbolised, in
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either case, the border-zone between normality and abnormality. Those who fought, and died,
in the arena represented culture in its constant battle against chaos.

Thomas Wiedemann’s book on the topic of gladiatorial games and venationes has shed
new light on a subject that had been, till then, largely ignored or dismissed. Earlier authors
were horrified by the games, often leading to rather extravagant claims. Thus it has been
argued that ‘extremely few epochs of human history ... have achieved cruelty on a scale as
numerically lavish as ancient Rome’,

38

and that these ‘bloodthirsty holocausts in the arena’,

those ‘orgies of cruelty’, cannot be sufficiently condemned. 39 Similarly, the games have been
dismissed as unbefitting for, and incompatible to, the Romans. 40 Only in the last two decades
this negative image of the gladiatorial games has begun to shift, to be replaced by a more
sophisticated one. Emphasis was put on the fact that the spectacles formed a platform for
institutionalised violence, whilst, at the same time, they reminded spectators that they
themselves were unaffected by such horrors.

41

Through ‘theatralising’ a potentially real

danger, that danger was, in a way, overcome. By institutionalising chaos and disorder, the
breach of normality was included in the fabric of society. 42 Wiedemann expanded on such
ideas, and combined them with the importance of the element of death, which figured
prominently in the gladiatorial games. According to him the games reminded people of their
mortality: but whatever happened in the arena, whether a gladiator won or lost, the fact that
fights to the death were institutionalised, and to an extent ritualised, made death itself less
frightening. 43 In the arena, gladiators symbolically challenged death itself. By winning a
battle, a gladiator could win back the life that he forfeited at the beginning of the games.
Through showing bravery and fighting skill even death itself could be defeated. If he won the
battle, he won his life. If he lost, the all-powerful emperor could yet save him, with a mere
38
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motion of the hand. The worst that could happen to him was of course dying. But even then he
had at least decided the moment of dying himself, and embraced it whilst displaying his
virtus. ‘In that sense, even the gladiator who died in the arena had overcome death’. 44
Wiedemann bases his case upon an impressive documentation. He points to the
importance, even for a gladiator who had lost, of dying heroically, so as to set a good
example. 45 Such examples were deemed important, as Pliny testifies, when he describes how
Trajan’s spectacles: ‘inspire them to face honourable wounds and look with scorn on death’,
or as Libanius admits, admiring the bravery of the gladiators who had fought at his uncle’s
games. 46 Wiedemann further shows that the prospects of survival for gladiators were far
greater than has often been assumed. Inscriptions from Pompeii, for instance, seem to imply
that gladiators could acquire some sort of hero-status. If he fought well enough to survive the
first few matches, a gladiator’s popularity became such that the crowd would support him
when he finally did loose. In that way, he might well avoid being killed in the arena
altogether. 47 Several inscriptions record men who had died – and not always in the arena –
only after several years of gladiatorial fighting. 48 Not all of them had won all of their fights.
One instance even records a man, who died at thirty, and had performed 34 fights, of which he
had won 21, ‘drew’ (stans) 9, and lost – but was allowed to survive– 4 times (missus). 49
References in the law codes to ex-gladiators furthermore show that those who had been

44
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gladiators could sometimes return to civil life. 50 Rather than seeing gladiatorial games as
occasions during which somebody was inevitably going to die, one might regard them as
opportunities to socially (and physically) regain a life gone wrong. 51 Finally, the evidence
shows that gladiatorial games were associated with the end of the year. ‘The year’s end is also
a new beginning. Death and killing were essential associations of the arena: but so also was
rebirth’. 52
Not all scholars have agreed with Wiedemann’s proposal that gladiatorial shows
should be perceived as a medium for defeating death, rather than as a means of killing.. Shelby
Brown found that there was too little evidence to support the claim, though she did concede
that ‘gladiatorial combat undoubtedly brought watchers face to face with death, and the
origins of gladiatorial combat and funerals may suggest an element of comfort offered to the
dead, the survivors or both ... The acceptance and ritualization of death does take its power to
frighten us’. 53 David Potter disagrees with Wiedemann on the meaning of sine missione.
According to him this does not indicate a fight to the death, but one in which missio (‘release
from the authority of the person who was offering the combat to the public’) without an
obvious winner was not allowed. 54 If thus, in general, combats were not fought to the death,
then surviving such a combat would not be quite the defeating of death, which Wiedemann
makes it out to be. 55 Even though Potter may be right in principle, in case of Commodus we
are explicitly told that the games sometimes became ‘so serious that great numbers of men
were killed’. 56

Surely the interpretation of the games may have differed from person to person. Some
would see them as confirmations of the importance of the warrior ethos at Rome; clear signs
of the military foundation of Rome’s empire. Others may have thought that the games should
50
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be perceived as a form of devotio: a sacrifice in which Roman citizens gave their life for the
realm in order to appease the divine. 57 The latter interpretation suggests that one can perceive
gladiatorial games as being given on behalf of the welfare of the emperor. 58 An emperor
fighting for his own welfare would be an interesting enough phenomenon in itself. Yet
Wiedemann’s model has an added interest in explaining Commodus’ behaviour as a gladiator.
For if gladiators symbolically conquered death, it would not only be when shooting
Stymphalian birds or defeating giants in the arena that Commodus manifested himself as a
new Hercules; the very notion of fighting in the amphitheatre in Hercules’ garb was a
symbolical re-enactment of the deity’s triumph over death. The emperor apparently wanted to
show his divine immortality to the assembled people.
This would, then, explain some highly enigmatic statements in our literary sources.
Dio states:
:X88T< "Þ24H :@<@:"P-F"4 B"DZ((,48,< º:Ã< ª< J, J± FJ@8± J± ÊBBV*4 6"Â ¦<
J"ÃH :"<*b"4H ¦H JÎ 2X"JD@< ,Æ :¬ Jä< "ÛJ@6D"J`DT< J4H :,J"88V>,4,, 6"Â ÓJ4
¦< J± J,8,LJ"\‘ º:XD‘ JÎ 6DV<@H "ÛJ@Ø 6"J• J•H Bb8"H 6"2z ŸH @Ê
J,8,LJä<J,H ¦6NXD@<J"4 ¦>,6@:\F20 (When he was intending to fight once more as a
gladiator, he bade us enter the amphitheatre in the equestrian garb and in our woollen cloaks, a
thing that we never do when going to the amphitheatre except when one of the emperors has
passed away; and on the last day his helmet was carried out by the gates through which the
dead are taken out) [Dio, 72.21, 3].

To which the Historia Augusta adds:

ipse autem prodigium non leve sibi fecit; nam cum in gladiatoris occisi vulnus manum misisset,
ad caput sibi detersit, et contra consuetudinem paenulatos iussit spectatores non togatos ad
munus convenire, quod funeribus solebat, ipse in pullis vestimentis praesidens. Galea eius bis
per portam Libitinensem elata est (He was himself responsible for a not inconsiderable omen
relating to himself; for after he had plunged his hand in the wound of a slain gladiator he wiped
57
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it on his own head, and again, contrary to custom, he ordered the spectators to attend his
gladiatorial shows clad not in togas but in cloaks, a practice used at funerals, while he himself
presided in the vestment of a mourner. Twice, moreover, his helmet was borne through the Gate
of Libitina) [HA, Comm. 16, 6-7].

Commodus made his subjects come to the amphitheatre as if they were already mourning his
death. He then wiped the blood of a killed gladiator – blood renowned for its magic value 59 –
on his head, before having his helmet carried off through the gates of the goddess of death and
funerals 60 – gates through which slain gladiators were customarily carried off. All of this took
place during a spectacle that was strongly associated with death and rebirth. It seems highly
likely that Commodus was here, in terms that were not to be misunderstood, challenging death
itself, much like Wiedemann’s model presumed gladiators did anyhow. His survival could be
presented as a sign of his superhuman status. Only by thus symbolically challenging – and
conquering – death, could Commodus, in a way, become the god Hercules by presenting
himself as immortal. 61

The connection between gladiators and Hercules was in any case a powerful one. The
deity was popular amongst fighting men. When gladiators retired, they dedicated their
weaponry to Hercules. 62 ‘Alcides’, ‘Herakles’, and ‘Hercules’ were popular names amongst
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gladiators. 63 Indeed, in Seneca’s Hercules Oetaeus, Hercules’ last words are those of the
gladiator: ‘Habet, hoc habet’. 64 Both gladiators and Hercules fought to protect the order of
society against the chaos of nature and barbarism, very much as an emperor defended his
realm against the chaos from without. They were the perfect symbols for a ruler who wanted
to show his power to his subjects, who tried to rule by general acclamation rather than by
trying to persuade traditional institutions like the senate of the legitimacy of his reign; an
emperor who chose a new style of government as a god-emperor, as ‘the people’s princeps’.

It is hardly surprising that Cassius Dio in particular, one of the senators who were
made almost superfluous in such a new system of government, depicts all of this in extremely
negative tones. When introducing Commodus’ games into his narrative, he uses a language
echoing that used to discuss Gaius – @âJ@H @Þ< Ò PDLF@ØH, @âJ@H Ò YD"68-H, @âJ@H Ò
2,`H. 65 He then tries to make Commodus’ actions in the arena look ridiculous. Most famously
he does so by recounting a now well-known scene in which Commodus approached the
senators while holding a freshly severed head of an ostrich in his left hand, and a bloody
sword in his right. This implicit threat, according to Dio, only made the emperor look
ridiculous, and the senators present had difficulties containing their laughter. 66 He also uses a
more subtle way of making the emperor’s action look absurd. Dio (72.19.5) compares the
emperor fighting in the arena to child’s play: B"4*4•H. As the emperor was never truly going
to be injured, his fighting as a gladiator was merely amphitheatrical pseudo-fighting. Popular
with the plebs perhaps, but not the real thing.
It is of course impossible to tell whether this was Dio’s private opinion, the general
perception by senators (or larger sections of society), or a later reflection on how Dio would,
in retrospect, have wanted to have interpreted the matter. What one can say is that Commodus
presented his behaviour in the arena as more than mere play-acting, and used senatorial
acclamation as one of the ways to accomplish this. Senators were to celebrate the emperor’s
gladiatorial efforts, in prescribed expressions: ‘You are the lord; you are the first of all men
63
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and the most fortunate. You conquer; you will conquer, Amazonius; you will conquer for
eternity’. 67 The reference to Commodus as ‘Amazonius’ once more shows how a connection
was presented between Hercules (whose labours had included stealing the girdle of Hippolyte,
queen of the Amazons), and the emperor as gladiator. This connection was publicised through
senatorial acclamation. Though the senators were not the intended audience, they nevertheless
formed part of the spectacle.

One possible audience for such self-presentation has not been mentioned yet.
Convincing most people of the known world that the emperor of Rome was their master was
difficult enough in itself. But as Mary Beard recently emphasised, understanding quite what
such power meant must have been even more difficult for the emperor himself. How does one
cope with ruling the world? 68 In this context she explicitly mentions the above-noted
Capitoline bust, which was presumably originally placed within the horti Lamiani, and would
thus have been as visible to Commodus himself as it was to any possible visitor. 69 Presenting
himself – and being acclaimed by his subjects – as an immortal god-emperor may well have
been a way for Commodus to formulate, and understand, the power that he could wield.

The need for such acclamation might also help make Commodus’ appearance as a
gladiator understandable. It is obvious that the all-powerful emperor could, as editor of the
games, grant a fighter life or death, by a mere motion of the finger. 70 Yet that decision was
hugely influenced by the public reaction to a fight. The public’s approval or disapproval was
not to be ignored; not even by the emperor. Such a public reaction could rapidly evolve into a
67
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political statement, going far beyond requests regarding the games themselves. For in the
amphitheatre people would give their opinion about an emperor and his policies freely; in
many ways the assembled masses took over the role of a formal assembly. Moreover, as Alan
Cameron realised over twenty years ago (though talking about the Circus Maximus, rather
than the Colosseum): ‘any request made publicly in front of up to 250,000 fellow citizens was
potentially political, and not easy to resist’. 71 To an emperor who personally fought as a
gladiator, requests could not be so easily made; his very actions in the arena protected his
people as he (symbolically) risked his life in order to save his subjects. In doing so, he rose far
above those subjects, making them more and more his to command, as the Historia Augusta
seems to confirm: ‘He entitled the Roman people the "people of Commodus", since he had
very often fought as a gladiator in their presence’. 72 The audience had nothing left to do but to
acclaim the gladiator-emperor who defended civilisation. Nobody could deny him the position
which was rightly his. As the new incarnation of Hercules, Commodus owed nobody an
explanation. He was the only one who could bring a new Golden Age for his people.

Also, in choosing to appear as a gladiator, Commodus might have been trying to avoid
the mistakes which Nero had previously made. Nero too had used the divine to legitimate
himself, having had much the same problems of legitimation that Commodus would have over
a century later. He had even presented himself as Hercules, acting the role of ‘Hercules
insanus’ whilst wearing a mask of the deity, which was fashioned to look like Nero himself. A
very interesting form of self-representation, to say the least, which indeed caused one soldier
‘who was posted to guard the entrance’ to run up and ‘rescue’ the emperor when Nero was
‘bound with chains, as the plot demanded’. 73 In Shadi Bartsch’s words: ‘Nero’s mask of
himself serves as a catalyst of confusion, making it seemingly impossible for the spectator to
apply either "representation" or "reality" as a consistent frame for viewing’. 74 Nero had
71
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constantly related himself to such confusion and strangeness, loving the theatre and making a
long tour in Greece which ended in his infamous entry into Rome, celebrating his ‘theatrical
triumph’. 75 Commodus, on the other hand, presented himself as thoroughly Roman. There
was hardly anything which defined being Roman as much as the gladiatorial games did. 76 A
gladiator displayed proper Roman virtus. It is of course true that by performing as a gladiator a
citizen risked infamia; even the ‘complete deprivation of citizenship rights’. 77 Still,
restrictions on gladiatorial performances by members of the upper class were consistently
evaded, leading to ever new bans, which never quite managed to curb public performance by
equites and senators. 78 Whatever the legal implications, fighting in the arena remained a
popular Roman activity. Nobody could doubt that the gladiator-emperor was utterly Roman.

Hercules, who was amongst the most popular divinities in the Roman world, could of
course be equally Roman, having founded the ancient cult-site on the Ara Maxima after
defeating the monster Cacus. 79 The Hercules worshipped at this place in the Forum Boarium,
the Hercules Romanus (or Invictus) with whom Commodus identified so strongly that he
styled himself HERCULES ROMANUS AUGUSTUS, was repeatedly represented as having brought
peace and order. 80 Commodus appears to have tried to follow this Hercules as a founder too,
naming himself conditor and minting coins which depict the legend and iconography of the
Hercules Conditor. The coins in question show a Hercules who is ploughing, accompanied by
two oxen; the standard symbolism for someone founding a new city. 81 That Commodus
75
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wanted to be identified with that particular Hercules seems clear: ‘In his [Commodus’] honour
a gold statue was erected of a thousands pounds’ weight, representing him together with a bull
and a cow’. 82 The emperor even went so far as actually to re-found Rome as the Colonia
Antoniniana Commodiana, the aeterna felix colonia gentium omnium, in the latter years of his
reign, after already having renamed the fleet, legions and senate after himself. 83 This oftenridiculed step fits in well with an attempt to present himself as the ‘religious champion of all
his subjects’, and his capital as the ‘common capital of the whole civilised world’. The
parallel with the Sun-King’s Versailles, a stage on which a god-emperor could act, is easily
drawn. 84 The new colony of Commodus would be the emperor’s personal stage, the imperial
court from which Commodus-Hercules could preside over all his subjects, bringing a Golden
Age to all his ‘Commodians’, as a medallion from AD 187 had already anticipated (fig. 4).
The double head of Janus was featured on it, one head being Janus himself looking back, the
other the emperor Commodus looking forward to the new era which he was to bring about.
The reverse further specified that new era, with Tellus Stabilis exemplifying the peace and
abundance that the emperor was to bring mankind; a Golden Age he was about to bring
forth. 85 Nobody could doubt the position which the immortal gladiator-emperor CommodusHercules held.

This immortal god-emperor was killed on New Year’s Eve AD 192. Commodus had
planned to enter on the new consular year dressed as Hercules, accompanied by gladiators. It
82
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would have been the ultimate display of his god-like power. Instead, he was assassinated. 86
The senate instantly condemned his memory, and history has judged him accordingly. But the
negative image that has accompanied Commodus ever since need not mean that the
programme described above was not understood, or accepted by various segments of society.
It is hardly surprising that those on whom we rely for the literary accounts of Commodus’ life
– entrenched as they were in a senatorial tradition – tried to ridicule the emperor’s attempts to
pass over the senate in legitimating his power. 87 They seem to have consistently underplayed
the coherence of Commodus’ actions, and to have mentioned the most extreme examples of
his divine claims out of context. But there is some evidence that his attempts to secure divine
legitimation may have worked, even if not with the senators.

Only three years after the damnatio memoriae, Septimius Severus deified Commodus,
and called himself Divi Commodi Frater. 88 He also named Hercules as one of his patron
divinities (though originally as Melqart, and together with Liber), and built an enormous
temple to the god. 89 From AD 200 onwards Severus even went so far as repeatedly to depict
himself on a coin with the lion skin of Hercules over his head, very much as Commodus had
done (fig. 5). 90 All of this, of course, horrified Cassius Dio and his fellow senators, since such
specific references to a connection between Hercules and the emperor so shortly after
Commodus’ death undoubtedly further strengthened the memory of the last Antonine. Some
groups of people will therefore probably still have had positive memories of CommodusHercules, for an emperor as practical as Septimius Severus must have had good reasons to
relate himself so closely to one of his most immediate predecessors.

Loyalty to Commodus in the armies would have formed such a reason, and there are
some literary indications that the soldiers remained loyal to Commodus-Hercules until the
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very end, or even after it. 91 More crucial to the argument, though, is an altar that was ‘set up
by an under-officer at the frontier fortress of Dura-Europos on the middle Euphrates’ in the
main gateway, where the road to Palmyra left the fortress. 92 The altar was first excavated in
1928, but has only recently been convincingly deciphered by Michael Speidel. According to
this latest reconstruction, the text reads:

Pro salute Com(modi)
Aug(usti) Pii F(elicis)
et victoriam d(omini) n(ostri)

5

imp(eratoris), Pac(atoris)
Orb(is), Invict(i)
Rom(ani) Her[c(ulis)].
Ael(ius) Tittianus, dec(urio) coh(ortis)

10

II Ulp(iae) eq(uitatae) Com(modianae),
Genio Dura/ votum solv(it)
(ante diem) XVI Kal(endis) Piis,
Flacco et Claro
co(n)s(ulibus) 93

15

For the safety of Com(modus) Aug(ustus) Pius F(elix) and the victory of o(ur) l(ord) the
emp(eror), Pac(ifier of the) World, Invincible, the Rom(an) Her[c(ules)]. Ael(ius) Tittianus,
dec(urion of the) cav(alry) co(hort) II Ulp(ia) Com(modiana), paid his vow to the Genius of
Dura, on the sixteenth (day before) the Kal(ends of the month) Pius, under the co(n)s(uls)
Flaccus and Clarus.
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Not only does the inscription in this remote part of the empire closely follow Commodus’
Herculean titles, it also shows that (at least some of) the army units bore the name
Commodiana. 94 Furthermore, it is one of only three known occasions in which the emperor’s
new names for the months were used for dating. 95 The date on the altar is all the more
interesting in that it happens to be 17 March 193, the dies imperii of Commodus’ reign, thus
establishing that (at least in this case) the emperor’s anniversary was celebrated in the fort
with an altar. 96 Yet this altar is not the only evidence for the suggestion that the emperor’s
identification with Hercules was an established public fact, known literally at the furthest
corners of the empire. A statue of Commodus-Hercules has been found in the headquarters
building of the fort at Köngen in Germany, 97 whilst a centurion dedicated an altar to the
Roman Hercules at Volubilis (Mauretania). 98 A bronze figure of Hercules, wearing a short
tunic, a broad belt and a helmet with curved helmline – all features of the gladiatorial dress –
has been discovered near Hadrian’s Wall. Because of the unusual depiction of Hercules as a
gladiator, it has been claimed to represent Commodus. 99 Finally, the features of a statue of
Hercules in the villa of a Roman veteran at Ajka (in Pannonia), bear a striking resemblance to
those of Commodus. 100 Apparently at least some of the soldiers supported the idea that their
emperor was a divine victor.
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This makes it all the more interesting that in the struggle for power between Severus
and Clodius Albinus both leaders issued coins featuring Hercules (AD 196/7). 101 Grosso
argued that Pescennius Niger went even further than that, commemorating the conditor
Commodus-Hercules by issuing a unparalleled coin which renamed Jerusalem COL(ONIA)
AEL(IA) CAP(ITOLINA) COMM(ODIANA) P(IA) F(ELIX). 102 This coin, however, appears to be
counterfeit. 103 Still, Jerusalem was renamed after Commodus, though by Septimius Severus.
The coinage of the colony makes that abundantly clear. Coins celebrating Septimius Severus
and Julia Domna name the city COL(ONIA) AE(LIA) C(APITOLINA) COM(MODIANA) P(IA)
F(ELIX). 104 Indeed, from the reign of Severus onwards, this name remains on the coinage of
the colony until the reign of Hostilian in AD 251. 105 Yet coins from the reign of Commodus
consistently name Jerusalem Colonia Aelia Capitolina. Commodus, therefore, did not rename
the colony himself. 106 When exactly Septimius Severus renamed the city remains uncertain.
Possibly it can be traced back as far as AD 195, when at least one additional name was
bestowed on Jerusalem. 107 Quite possibly, however, the full new name of the city was only
granted around AD 201, on a visit of the Severan family to the area. 108 In either case, the
name itself further showed the extent to which the emperor followed up on his claim to be
Commodus’ brother. It seems reasonable to assume that at least in some sections of society
Commodus was still popular.
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There is even evidence which suggests reception of the emperor’s visual programme in
the private sphere. A coin from Commodus’ reign, minted in AD 184 (fig. 6), 109 is reproduced
in detail on a mosaic in a house at Acholla (fig. 7). Close to it, an inscription has been found
naming M. Asinius Rufinus as the owner of the house. 110 It reads:

M(arco) Asinio Sex(ti)/ fil(io) Hor(atia) Rufino/ Valerio Vero Sa/binianio, ad/lecto inter
praet(orios)/ ab imp(eratore) M. Aurelio/ Commodo Antoni/no Aug(usto) Pio, exorn(ato)/
sacerd(otio) fet(iali), curat(ori)/ Viae App(iae), co(n)s(uli),/ cultores do/mus ob merit(a).

As Commodus is named Pius, but not yet Felix, one can conclude that the inscription should
be dated somewhere between AD 183 and 185. 111 The mosaic was almost certainly
constructed at the same time. 112 Rufinus, a suffect consul during Commodus’ reign, must have
been aware of the emperor’s self-representation. It thus becomes highly tempting to see the
use of this depiction of Hercules – apparently copied from a contemporary coin – as a
reference to the emperor.
Slightly more problematic is another African mosaic showing Hercules (fig. 8). It was
found at Oudna (Uthina), and was probably made in the late second or early third century. 113
The figured Hercules is being crowned by Victoria; an unusual image, which begins to be
regularly depicted on coins only during the Tetrarchy. 114 There are, however, examples of
medallions from the reigns of Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, and Commodus that show the
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scene (fig. 9). 115 Also, a relief in the ceiling of an entrance to the theatre of Ostia incorporates
Victoria crowning Hercules. 116 This relief must almost certainly be Commodian in date, since
the building of the theatre was started by Commodus and finished by Septimius Severus as
early in his reign as AD 195, which makes Severan changes to the theatre unlikely. 117

There are substantial differences between the image on the medallions and in the
theatre, and that of the mosaic. The latter shows a Hercules whose body is turned inwards,
rather than outwards, and who is looking away from Victoria, rather than at her. On the
mosaic, furthermore, the goddess crowns Hercules with her left hand, whilst in Ostia and on
the medallions she does so with her right hand. This does not, however, seriously change the
composition of the scene. The main difference is the object held by Hercules in his right hand.
In Oudna this is a cantharus, rather than the common club. This drinking cup does not imply
that the figured deity is a drunken Hercules. Neither the actual Hercules depicted, nor the
surrounding mosaics support that point of view. It is more likely that the cantharus refers to
the function of the room as a triclinium. 118
All of this, tentative as it may be, does seem to suggest that the reception of
Commodus’ Herculean visual programme was not limited to the military sphere alone. 119 So
much seems also to be confirmed by a passage from Athenaeus, who was a contemporary
author and explicitly identifies himself as such:
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"ßJÎ< •N@:@4@Ø<J@H 2,@ÃH, •J•D 6"Â J± z!DJX:4*4p (What wonder, then, that the
emperor Commodus of our time also had the club of Hercules lying beside him in the chariot,
with the lion’s skin spread beneath him, and desired to be called Hercules, seeing that
Alexander, Aristotle’s pupil, got himself up like so many gods, to say nothing of the goddess
Artemis?). 120

The text appears to be neutral, neither mocking the identification nor accepting it. But it forms
clear evidence that at least some contemporaries understood the emperor’s use of symbolism
and its purpose. The contemporaries in question, however, were not totally unrelated to
Commodus. The host of the Deiphnosophista, P. Livius Larensis, was the emperor’s
procurator patrimonii, and in this capacity handed over Commodus’ body for burial to the
consul-elect Fabius Cilo. 121 Larensis must have been well aware of the emperor’s religious
measures. He was pontifex minor during Commodus’ reign and had, according to Athenaeus,
been ‘placed in charge of temples and sacrifices’ by Marcus Aurelius, whilst being ‘well
versed in religious ceremonies … and learned in political institutions’. 122 It is hardly
surprising that he, at least, understood Commodus’ religious legitimation.

A final source that may imply that Commodus’ attempts to present himself as the new
incarnation of the mythological figure of Hercules were not perceived as an aberration by
those surrounding him, at least after his death, can be found on a sarcophagus which now
stands near the entrance of the Villa Borghese (close to the Piazzale Flaminio), in Rome. It is
the sarcophagus of Marcus Aurelius Prosenes, Caracalla’s chamberlain, who seems to have
previously been responsible for Commodus’ games as his procurator munerum. 123 Not only,
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then, could someone so closely associated with Commodus and his games remain a prominent
member of the imperial household, but he was also proud enough of his function under the
last Antonine to have it mentioned on his gravestone. If the policies of the gladiator-emperor
were such a complete failure as has often been assumed, this pride in his role under
Commodus would be difficult to explain. Why would one willingly associate oneself for
eternity with an emperor who was universally hated? Apparently a more positive picture of
Commodus survived.

Senatorial negativity did not quite manage to suppress that positive picture. The story
of the god-emperor Commodus lived on for a long time. A passage in Dracontius from the end
of the 5th century describes Commodus in a very different way from Dio’s evil tyrant:
Alter ait princeps modico sermone poeta Commodus Augustus, vir pietate bonus:
“Nobile praeceptum, rectores, discite post me: sit bonus in vita qui volet esse deus”. 124

Jordanes’ and Malalas’ descriptions of Commodus are likewise positive, and though they are
not the most trustworthy of sources, they do testify to a tradition in which Commodus was
perceived as a good emperor, at least in the provinces. 125 According to Dracontius’
Commodus, then, an emperor should behave properly in life if he wanted to become a god.
Surely defending the realm against the forces of chaos might have been deemed good enough
behaviour for Commodus to deserve such divinity.
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Figure 1: DAI-Rom, 1938.1321; Musei Capitolini, Palazzo dei Conservatori (Rome), inv.
1120
Figure 2: B. Andreas, /M. Stadler, Museo Chiaramonti (Berlin-New York 1995), 551; Musei
Vaticani, Museo Chiaramonti, XXVII 8 inv. K. W. 690.
Figure 3: Köln etc. ; Galleria e Museo di Palazzo Ducale (Mantua)
Figure 4: H. Cohen, Description historique des monnaies frappées sous l’empire Romain III.
Médailles Impériales (Leipzig 1930), No. 717
Figure 5: P. Bastien, Le buste monétaire des empereurs Romains (Wetteren 1993), Pl. 78.2
Figure 6: BMC IV, Pl. 104.5
Figure 7: Gozlan, ‘Asinius Rufinus’; in situ (Acholla)
Figure 8: Bastien, Buste monétaire, Pl. 70.
Figure 9: DAI-Rom, 61.552; Musée National du Bardo (Tunis), inv. 413
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